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steel
doesn’t

sag

post & rail

Peter Sides 0400 426 586 | psides2j@yahoo.com.au 

Get it done right, the first time! 
Built to last, contact me about your 
fencing and yard requirements.

Armadale: 9399-9399
4/277 South West Highway, Armadale WA

Midland: 9274-5500
3/12 Lloyd St, Midland WA

Rockingham: 9529-1000
8/117-119 Dixon Road, Rockingham WA

Trade price on all  
maTerials for June/July  
and 30% off insTallaTion  

Come in and see the team for expert advice regarding the design,  
supply and installation of reticulation for your horse property. 

WA Reticulation Supplies offers Perth’s largest range of professional irrigation products in  
the leading brands plus rain water tanks, mains power and solar pumping solutions. 

With the biggest irrigation store in the West we have what you need!

www.wareticulationsupplies.com.au

sales@waretic.com.au

 We  
supply  

and insTall 
reTiculaTion 

 We  
supply  

and insTall 
reTiculaTion 

Mention this AdveRt  
to get the disCount

Blackfrog Solar is looking for an applicant 
in the South East region of Queensland to 
test a new range of arena solar lights and tilt 
poles to install at cost price for a case study. 

Jeff Florance from BlackFrog Solar Lighting 
Brisbane has 20 years experience in running his 
own solar lighting business.
Coming from a farming background, Jeff has his 
own Stock Horses and competes in Queensland. 
His business provides products, installation and 
servicing across Australia and New Zealand, as 
well as free, honest lighting advice.
PH: 0410 347 931   www.blackfrog.com.au

When 
considering 
the need for 
cleaning, pivot 
poles are a 
good option 
as they can 
be regularly 
cleaned 
without 
needing 
high-reaching 
equipment.

The solar 
panels are 
often placed 
above the 
lights.

Eight lights are ideal for a 20x40 arena.

Environmentally-friendly solar lighting 
for your arena will allow you to use 

your arena for longer, and as energy from 
the sun is free it is therefore an ideal long-
term solution for powering lights. 
Jeff Florence from Blackfrog Solar, 
Queensland suggsted some solar tips. 
BUDGET
Consider your budget before making any 
decisions as this will have to include both 
the lighting and the installation, which 
will include poles, trenching for cables, 
electrician costs, and possibly upgrading 
your power boards.  Lighting arenas, 
whether with mains or solar electricity 
will  cost anywhere between $5000 
and $150,000 depending on the type of 
installation, the area being lit and the 
amount of lighting required. 

The amount of light you are 
wanting in the arena is called  ‘lux’ 
levels  -  this indicates  how much 
light will be provided at ground 
level, where you will be working 

your horse.
Terms such as watts and lumens will not 
tell you how much light will be provided 
at ground level. Watt refers to the 
power consumption of the light (not the 
brightness) and is the output of the light. 

For example, a 70W solar floodlight can 
provide 10,000 lumens of light, but the 
brightness at horse riding level (lux) will 
vary depending on pole height, surface 
reflection, and light overlapping. Jeff 
points out that the light is not the same in 
all arenas.

“Green grass absorbs the light, 
while white sand reflects the light 

providing greater brightness.”

There are many aspects to consider before 
making decisions on what lighting will 
best suit your needs and Jeff explains how 
important this can be.
Although there is no set standard for horse 
arena lighting, there are guidelines and 
safe lighting recommendations depending 
on each arena.
“Obviously there will be different lighting 
requirements that depend on the activity 
performed: if you are just doing general 
groundwork then you may just need 
residential low-level lighting  but if you 
are planning on jumping your horses then 
low-level lighting can be dangerous so you 
would requires bright overlapping light 
to prevent shadowing, and allow for 3D 
visual perception.”

Consider re-scheduling your jumping to a 
weekend during daylight hours and those 
late evenings can be spent on groundwork, 
light flatwork or other low-level lighting 
requiring activities.

Scheduling around daylight hours 
might help save on the requirements 

for arena lights.

Lighting levels should scale up depending 
on the activity you perform at night. For 
example: if just riding for fun you may 
get away with low level (car headlights) 
5 - 15lux, but with groundwork or 
dressage you would want higher levels 
(floodlighting from above the arena) 30 
to 50 lux, whereas if you were jumping 
horses then you would look at 100 to 150 
lux or higher if competition/public arena 
safety standards are needed.

overseas. Decisions also have to be made 
on switching, light control, weathering 
performance, soft or bright lights, so 
selecting a reputable company and talking 
to a specialist can be the best way to find 
the right solution for your individual 
property.  Perhaps talk to a couple of 
companies so you know exactly what you 
will be getting. Most offer free consulting 
in Australia. You may pay a bit more for 
upfront costs, but in the long term, it might 
be worth it.
Like any lighting the initial costs of lights 
and equipment, plus the cost to install, can 
dent the pocket, but with  solar you know 
that once installed then your running costs  
are already covered by the sun.

What to consider 
when using solar 
power for your 
arena lighting.

POLE HEIGHT AND NUMBER OF 
LIGHTS
Jeff termed the question of pole height 
as a “how long is a piece of string” type 
question.  The height of, and number of 
lights will depend on the size of your arena. 
Jeff recommends eight lights for a 20x40m 
arena and 12 lights for a 20x60m arena. 
The lights can be attached to the fence of 
the arena or be placed on poles, which will 
allow the lights to spread over a larger area 
providing greater vision. Recommended 
for arenas are poles around 7-8 metres.
Other aspects to consider when looking 
into solar-powered lights are warranty, 
maintenance, serviceability, design and 
light distribution, especially if bought 

Apply before the end of July 
For details see:  

www.blackfrog.com.au 

Cost priCe 
soLAr For 

YoUr AreNA  

DOES YOUR ARENA 
NEED SOLAR LIGHTING?

Offering one chance to a private horse arena owner. 
Once the successful applicant is chosen, we will 
supply and install the poles and lights. The applicant 
would need to supply funding for two  poles and two 
lights at cost price (we will install for free). 
The total fee would be $5000 (regular price $10,000 
plus GST.)
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and stud dIRECtORY  

2022

hoofbeats

We invite you to include 
your stallion or stud in 

the 2022 Directory
OPTIONS to suit all budgets 

with Print and/or Digital Ads 
on offer from only $99

To book or for more information contact us at: 
ads@hoofbeats.com.au  

graphics@hoofbeats.com.au  
Phone: 08 9397 0506

Need an Advert? Our graphic design team can create one for you!


